4l60e neutral safety switch bypass

The cookie settings on this website are set to 'allow all cookies' to give you the very best
experience. Please click Accept Cookies to continue to use the site. Blog Home. Follow Us. Curt
also gives a tech tip about removing the neutral safety switch without breaking the harnesses
plastic housing. At the GM factory, they would put silicone in the terminals to prevent water
from getting in. It worked well to keep water out until the switch needed to be removed. Most of
the time the plastic housing breaks as the harnesses are pried apart from the switch. Curt's
recommendation is too remove the switch from the transmission and leave the wires attached
to it. You can use a wrench to loosen it enough for room to get a socket in there. You do not
want to reuse a switch that has a broken housing, water will erode the connection and cause
problems. Monster Transmission does sell the neutral safety switch if it gets broken. If you have
any questions, comments or would like to purchase a TV Cable give us a call at Add Comment
Name. Stay Connected. Accept Cookies. Free Wiring Diagram. Assortment of 4l60e neutral
safety switch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified traditional photographic depiction
of an electric circuit. It reveals the components of the circuit as streamlined shapes, as well as
the power as well as signal links between the devices. A wiring diagram normally gives info
regarding the relative setting as well as arrangement of tools as well as terminals on the
gadgets, in order to help in structure or servicing the gadget. A pictorial representation would
reveal extra detail of the physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a more symbolic
symbols to emphasize affiliations over physical look. A wiring diagram is usually used to fix
problems and to earn certain that all the connections have been made and also that every little
thing is existing. Collection of 4l60e neutral safety switch wiring diagram. Click on the image to
enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A first look at a circuit
representation may be complex, however if you could check out a subway map, you can check
out schematics. The function is the same: obtaining from factor A to point B. Literally, a circuit
is the path that permits electricity to circulation. Voltage: Measured in volts V , voltage is the
pressure or pressure of electrical power. This is normally supplied by a battery such as a 9V
battery or mains electrical power, the electrical outlets in your house operate at V. Outlets in
other countries run at a different voltage, which is why you require a converter when traveling.
Current: Current is the flow of electrical energy, or even more particularly, the flow of electrons.
It is measured in Amperes Amps , and could just stream when a voltage supply is connected.
Resistance: Determined in Ohms R or O , resistance defines just how easily electrons could
stream via a material. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they quickly
allow flow of motion low resistance. Plastic, wood, and air are instances of insulators, hindering
the motion of electrons high resistance. DC Straight Existing. DC is a continual circulation of
existing in one instructions. DC can flow not simply with conductors, yet semi-conductors,
insulators, and also even a vacuum cleaner. Air Conditioner Alternating Current. In AC, the
circulation of existing occasionally rotates in between two instructions, frequently developing a
sine wave. The frequency of Air Conditioner is determined in Hertz Hz , as well as is usually 60
Hz for electricity in household and organisation objectives. Now s the enjoyable things.
Completing an electric design degree and afterwards obtaining a task in the area means you will
certainly see a great deal a great deal a lot of these schematics. It s vital to recognize exactly
what is happening with these. While they could and also will certainly obtain very complicated,
these are simply a few of the common graphics to obtain your footing on. Whenever you
identify your certain field of electrical design, you could see more complex diagrams as well as
icons. You ll learn likewise that various countries use various signs. Remember Me? What's
New? Results 1 to 7 of 7. Thread: 4l60e no safty switch. Thread Tools Show Printable Version.
The transmission doesn't know anything about a neutral safety. The pcm has different functions
for park and neutral. Is that what you're asking about? Originally Posted by stick Thanks for the
info I have no idea who were the thing I did go in and double check that it is Flash to 4L60E and
I'm not seeing any movement when I go to park it does not say it's in Reverse it just says 3rd
gear continuously on a scan tool now also shouldn't I see movement on the scan tool whenever
I shift from Park to reverse or neutral to first and second gear it's also not shifting it all manually
it also sounds like you said it's not powering up. The last thing I built has a 4L60E with no pnp
switch, no neutral safety, just the wires from the big trans plug and the vss. I can scan with
hptuners and see all the gears by moving the shifter. My signal is coming from the stock
pressure switch manifold inside the transmission. For park and neutral it reads 1st. But there is
another wire to the pcm from my neutral safety switch on the shifter that signals the pcm that its
in park or neutral. This is only for timing tables, idle, etc. It's never used as a neutral safety.
What are you scanning with? Do you have hptuners? That trans takes a key on power. And a
ground. When running everything has 12 volts and it switched on the ground side. All times are
GMT The time now is PM. The neutral safety switch is often an overlooked component of a
vehicle. When you go to start your engine, the gear must be set to Neutral or Park. Most people

will already have their gear set to Park from when they parked their car before and that is fine.
However, automatic transmission systems are built with a safety component which prevents
you from starting the engine if the gear is set to another gear other than Neutral or Park. This
component is the neutral safety switch. For instance, if you inadvertently set the gear to Drive
and then try to start the engine, the neutral safety switch will prevent the engine from starting.
That way, the vehicle will not roll forward right afterward. In an automatic transmission vehicle,
the neutral safety switch is typically placed inside the case of the transmission. It may also be
integrated into the linkage which gives the transmission its ability to change gears. As long as
the gear is at Neutral or Park, the neutral safety switch will let the ignition switch send its
electrical current to the ignition system and starter motor. Manual transmissions have a
different component that acts in a similar manner as the neutral safety switch. This component
is installed in the clutch of the vehicle and it prevents the engine from being started if the clutch
pedal is not pressed. That is why you need to recognize the symptoms of a bad neutral safety
switch. Then you will know when to bring your vehicle to a mechanic so that they can replace
your faulty switch. If you have set the gear to park in your automatic transmission and the
engine does not crank after you turn the key in the ignition, then you probably have a problem
with your neutral safety switch. Of course, you might not recognize this problem as being
directly connected to your neutral safety switch because the same symptom can occur from a
bad battery or starter motor. Sometimes the engine might crank in park but not in neutral. This
is another possible symptom of a neutral safety switch problem. The switch itself might still be
in good shape, but it could be loose in the transmission or there could be an electrical issue
that is preventing the switch from receiving power. The most obvious symptom of a bad neutral
safety switch is when you can crank the engine in any gear. You could have the gear set to
Drive or Reverse and still be able to crank it. If the engine is running, you will be able to crank it
again too. If your neutral safety switch is having serious electrical problems, then your engine
will not crank in park or neutral. The starter relay relies on the switch for receiving power. As
you can see, this is usually a very affordable replacement job to get done. Current problems.
Why I believe that? The car starts fine now. How can I find out if these three things are
connected to my NSS? What could be wrong with my car? Just a thoughtâ€¦ Adjustment of the
switch? If it is not accurate then ALL the lights will be either off or on part time as the contacts
are slightly off? I own a Mazda but have not had this trouble YET. The fact that Park is off
permanent and the others are intermittent makes me pretty sure that is the problem. Imagine the
parts in the switch not able to make full contact in the park position- then as you move into
other positions they may only just make contact, bump in the road may make it go on and off as
you say it does in D. Can in make your car go into neutral while going down the road and want
go back into you stop turn off Car. I have a Honda Civic and looking for a answer why my car is
jumping into neutral after motor warms up? Anyone ever had this problem? My f super duty
starts fine the first time but after driving for awhile and turning off it will not start again until it
cools off, could this be the problem also this started about the same time my shift indicated
broke. My dad had same problem with his truck.. Last thing i dit was clean his battery cables
both sides positive and grounds.. And its been starting up every time since.. Still baffles me but
i dont know bro try cleaning cables esprcially thegrounds on block â€¦kick a tire. Sounds like
your starter is overheating, happened with a Trans Am I had and the remedy was to wrap the
starter in a heat wrap. Apparently the starter was right next to the catalytic converter and would
only start cold. I just got a Mazda mvp and when I turn it off the is stuck in the ignition. The only
way to get the key out is to disconnect the battery. What would be the problem? Please help.
Have a sel mercedez Had the petrol pump replaced also a couple of other little things Having to
start my car in neutral sometimes prompted me to get a new safety switch hard to get though.
But can a faulty switch give trouble starting as if there is no petrol? A faulty neutral safety
switch could cause the vehicle not to crank. Had the same issue on my 06 f 6. The root cause
was the o-rongs on stand pipes and dummy plugs located inside of valve covers were worn
causing too low of oil pressure to fire the injectors so truck will not start back up after being
shut off till oil can get cool and thicken up to cause higher oil pressure to fire the injectors. In a
standard transmission it should be located near the clutch pedal assembly. If you google your
make and model, you will probably find a helpful adjustment video on YouTube, or a
walkthrough in a forum. I have chevy s10 4. I had the cluster looked at and said it was good.. I
was told at the shop could be be neutral switch near the transmission the problem. The truck
starts and runs well just the light not working when you shift. Could that be the problem? I know
that it needs a new Neutral Safety Switch. Then I have been told that it is on the outside. Can
anyone tell me up straight? Table of Contents. Looking for Replacement Parts? My f super duty
starts fine the first time but after driving for awhile and turning off it will not start again until it
cools off, could this be the problem also this started about the same time my shift indicated

broke Reply. Apparently the starter was right next to the catalytic converter and would only start
cold Reply. Please help Reply. What differance is there between standard and auto,trans safty
switch as far as ajustment? Facebook Pinterest Twitter. How do you find the neutral position in
the switch? Do you. It should line up when transmission is in neutral which is now called a
range selector switch. New ones may be pinned for install depending on which car they are
installed in. If it is out then it should be two clicks back from front of switch. Check out the
diagrams Below. Please let us know what happens. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer.
Thank you very much. Well the selector is reading correctly now nut still will not start just a
weird click sound like its a power issue to the starter just. Replaced that and cleaned all
connections. Sounds as if the security system has it locked up, if you disconnected the battery
it may have set it off. Allison is in limp mode. The only code was a sensor code which I replaced
and the code went away. Have reset computer, have replaced NSBU switch, have cleaned and
made sure connections to both transfer case and transmission were dry, replaced fluid in
transmission and transfer case. Still in limp mode with no forward or reverse at any rpm. So we
just need to clarify this because you say it is in limp mode but it doesn't move? So when you
put it in any gear, and step on the accelerator, the RPM just goes up? So it acts like it is in
Neutral? If that is the case then this is not limp mode. This is just not engaging. What happens if
you put it in any of the manual gears, 1, 2, 3? Yes, just like neutral. All gears are the same no
response. Range shift Inhibited message displays on dash after I attempt to shift into any hear. I
reset and attempted relearn process with no luck. When I shift manually into 1, 2, 3, nothing
changes except a very slight fluctuation in rpm. Sorry to clarify again but that may change
things. When you step on the accelerator do the RPM's go up like they do if you are in park or
neutral? Or when you step on the accelerator with it in gear do the RPM's not do anything
almost like you have no throttle input? So its like you are not even stepping on the pedal? If the
RPMs go up while in gear then we have an issue with the valve body most likely. If the RPM's do
not go up then we may just have an issue with the throttle. If the RPM's do not go up when you
step on the accelerator in gear, do they go up when you are in park or neutral and you step on
the accelerator? The engine revs and rpm's go up in every gear. Limp mode is when your
vehicle is stuck in 3rd normally and it does drive any faster then you can go in that gear. If the
RPM goes up and the truck does not move as if it is in Neutral no matter what gear you are in is
a pressure issue, shifter issue, or greater internal transmission issue. Let's start with the shifter.
Can you lay on the ground and have someone turn the ignition to the on position engine off and
shift through the gears and make sure the shift lever on the side of the transmission is moving.
If it is, we can try adjusting it process attached but I think we need to then move onto the
pressure inside the unit to see if the pump is building the needed pressure. Okay, so it'll take
me a day or so to get some help. I'll get back to you as soon as possible. Sounds great. We will
be here when you get to it. Thanks for the update. Okay, shifter engages and cycles through all
gears correctly. There's a fainting sound while in r, d, but not in neutral. How do I test the
switch? You can use an ohm meter or volt meter. See picture. If it is a starting problem try a
security reset. If battery has been disconnected or if you hear a loud click then hit body of
starter with a hammer while an assistant is trying to start the truck if it does the starter is bad.
This is assuming battery has been tested including load test and is in good shape. Image Click
to enlarge. Sound is very faint but like a long beep. Did I mention the transfer case rebuild prior
to the RSInhibited problem? NPxhd was rebuild. All sensors replaced and NSBU switch. Also,
front driveline has yet to be installed. At this time I am currently changing out the ignition lock
cylinder housing which has a spot for a plug that I read could be culprit. Not sure if those are
important factors but figured I'd mention them. Also, I've started on this list. There are a couple
that could be possible culprits even if recently replaced. The TCM monitors inputs from several
onboard systems to operate the transmission properly. In this mode, the TCM can inhibit
engagements into drive and reverse and any or all shifts, depending upon what caused the TCM
to enter this mode. The TCM monitors inputs from numerous sensors from several onboard
systems to control the transmission operation. Transfer Case Position sensor or switch figure
Let s look at each of these inputs to determine how the TCM uses them to control the
transmission operation. Throttle position sensor or accelerator position sensor Provide the
TCM with engine load signals to calculate line pressure rise and shift timing. Manifold absolute
pressure and barometric pressure sensors Provide the TCM with engine load signals for
calculating line pressure rise and shift timing. Engine coolant and transmission temperature
sensor Provide the TCM with temperature signals to allow it to determine actual operating
temperatures of engine and transmission. Input speed sensor Provides the TCM with a signal to
measure the rotating speed of the turbine shaft, from which it can calculate transmission RPM
and slip. Output speed sensor Provides the TCM with a signal it can use to determine vehicle
speed and calculate transmission slip. Transmission fluid pressure switch manifold Provides

the TCM with signals for monitoring clutch engagement and shift timing. Transfer case position
sensor or switch Provides the TCM with a signal to identify transfer case range. Now let s
discuss how each of these inputs can cause the TCM to inhibit transmission operation. These
conditions can cause the TCM to inhibit transmission operation. Check sensor input signal to
TCM at idle; repair as needed. Erratic input speed sensor signal If the TCM receives an erratic
input speed sensor signal during engagement, the TCM will keep the transmission in neutral.
Check input speed sensor signal; repair as needed. Erratic output speed sensor signal If the
output speed sensor signal is erratic or over RPM during engagement, the TCM will keep the
transmission in neutral. Check the output speed sensor signal; repair as needed. Check the
switch signals at TCM, check wiring and connections, and check for water contamination in the
neutral safety backup switch; repair as needed. Erratic pressure switch manifold signals If the
signal from the pressure switch manifold is erratic, the TCM will keep the transmission in
neutral. This may be caused by low fluid level, valve body problems, a faulty pressure switch
manifold, or problems with the wiring or connections; repair as needed. Low transmission fluid
temperature If the transmission fluid temperature sensor signal indicates the transmission
temperature is below F C , the TCM will keep the transmission in neutral. Verify the transmission
temperature. Check the transmission fluid temperature sensor circuit, wiring, and connections;
repair as needed. Transfer case in neutral when shifting transmission into gear If the transfer
case control system indicates the transfer case is in neutral while shifting the transmission into
gear, the TCM will keep the transmission in neutral. If it indicates the transfer case was shifted
to neutral while driving, TCM will wait until the vehicle output speed drops below RPM to shift
the transmission into neutral. Check and repair transfer case input to TCM as needed.
Transmission slip If TCM receives a signal that the transmission is slipping, it ll prevent the
transmission from shifting into that gear range. Check transmission operation; if it seems to be
working properly, check the appropriate sensor inputs. If the transmission is slipping, repair as
needed. Well there you have it: the most likely causes and possible cures for the most common
problem plaguing the Allison LCT transmission: inhibited shifts or gear ranges. With a better
understanding of how the Allison LCT transmission group operates, you should have no
problem keeping those transmissions rolling. So if the shifter is operating then we have a
"protection" mode that could be induced by the TCM or we could have a pressure issue.
Normally we have codes with limp mode or any other TCM induced protection mode. Just
looking through this and I am not sure we checked for codes. If not, we need to. However, if you
have a message in the cluster and no codes, I would be surprised. Please login or register to
post a reply. After Driving When I Step On Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!
Register or Log In To remove these advertisements. I have a 4L60E transmission and the switch
on the gear selector only has 1 big connector instead on 2 connectors. I was hoping that
someone has an idea on which wires are used for the Neutral Safety Switch and what wires are
used for the reverse light. I have 5 wires of the around 10 wires that are on the connector that
come from the switch , 2 pinks, 1 gray, 1 light green and 1 dark green wire. Any info would be
great. These are the last wires that need to be connected. I attached a picture of the switched
that I have. Thanks in advanced, Robert. Find More Posts by rmvlt Originally Posted by Shon.
Find More Posts by mcmlxix. Originally Posted by mcmlxix. Originally Posted by
mooseknuckles. Originally Posted by rmvlt What did you do for a neutral safety switch and for
the reverse light? How does your computer sense weither your in park or drive? Thanks for any
info? I am wondering, do you even need that switch? I can understand if you want it. But does it
have to be there to make the computer function right? Originally Posted by Dustytrix. There
should be a wire from the PCM that goes to the steering column neutral safety switch. If my
memory serves me there is two styles as mentioned. I know my tranny guy told me not to buy
the neutral safety switch until I got my harness ordered. This maybe your problem. I have my
neutral safety functioning, was not able to figure out how to get it to work the reverse lights This
is important for the computer to know the trans is in gear for idle and shifting properly. It works
without it, but is better with it properly connected. I am currently running my truck without it
connected in limited use and the idle will sometimes drop to before the PCM picks it back up to
keep it from stalling in gear. Some day i'll find the 1 plug style connector I need to hook mine up
so I can take it on a nice long drive without worries about frying the trans, or stalling, etc. Diggin
up old threads to try and find connectors is ok in my book. Interesting information. I would like
to use this feature on my LXs swap. I made my own wire harness. I'm sure I has something to
do with the wiring harness and PCM. Thanks in advance, Clark. Did anyone come up with a
wiring diagram for the 4L60e single port NSS? If so, would you mind sharing the data. Originally
Posted by Gipper I would avoid using the one mounted on the trans unless it is your only way of
installing. Some computers do not need to knows if the trans is in neutral and the old style does
not talk to the computer. It is designed only to prevent you from starting the vehicle in gear. If

you decide to use the one mounted on the trans be sure to use the proper gauge wire. It should
be the same as the one originally used by the car not the gauge going in and out of the switch.
All times are GMT The time now is PM. Contact Us - chevytrucks. Web chevytrucks. User Name.
Remember Me? Site Merchandise FAQ. Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Visit rmvlt's
homepage! Find More Posts by Shon. Visit mcmlxix's homepage! Find More Posts by
mooseknuckles. Posts:
69 camaro parts
2000 ford taurus engines
2011 vw jetta fuse box diagram
Find More Posts by Dustytrix. Find More Posts by Gordonr Find More Posts by Clownpuncher.
Re: 4L60E Neutral Safety Switch I have my neutral safety functioning, was not able to figure out
how to get it to work the reverse lights Find More Posts by usmcchevy. Re: 4L60E Neutral
Safety Switch This is important for the computer to know the trans is in gear for idle and
shifting properly. Find More Posts by wedjim. Re: 4L60E Neutral Safety Switch the man that
built my harness said the neutral safety switch is not needed for the computer that the big
round plug feeds all info to the computer the neutral safety switch harness goes straight to
gauge cluster the single plug style is and up mine is from a tahoe. Find More Posts by
deuceswildpacefl. Find More Posts by dec Find More Posts by Gipper Find More Posts by dayj1.
Re: 4L60E Neutral Safety Switch I would avoid using the one mounted on the trans unless it is
your only way of installing. Find More Posts by paul mora. Digg del. Posting Rules.

